
Protecting your POS Touchscreen is our business. 
Touchscreen Display Protection for POS Touchscreens 

 
HOW IT WORKS  

 In normal use, the PosR.us Protector keeps the display free of any scratches, tears, gouges, dirt, dust, 
grease, oil, fingerprints, and debris. 

 

THE PROBLEM 

 Daily use can quickly lead to scratches on the touchscreen displays of the POS Terminal. 

 Touchscreens are built to be durable but are also delicate instruments, susceptible to scratches, 
gouges, dirt, grease, and wear and tear due to normal use. 

 Normal use of a POS calls for it to be poked and prodded on a constant basis, and certain areas that 
get a lot of use - for example, a print key, a cash key, or a sign-in key - will become worn to the point 
where that area will not respond properly to touches. 

 Using pens and/ or long fingernails on the screen instead of fingertip is common and can easily tear 
trough a touchscreen. 

 A single rip, tear, scratch, or gouge can mean the end of a touchscreen. It can cause the screen’s 
calibration to be thrown off to the point where it will no longer be usable or it simply render the 
screen non-functional. 

 Damage to the touchscreen due to “negligence” is a costly problem.  
 

THE SOLUTION 
 PosR.us offers the solution - a custom-fit, ultra-thin, long-lasting Touchscreen Protector! 

 PosR.us’ patented Touchscreen Display Protectors are made of durable, 0.005 mm thick material, yet 
are stiff enough to stay flat on the screen without warping during use. This high-tech film is 
extremely scratch- resistant, fits precisely and can be removed at any time without leaving any 
residue behind. 

 PosR.us protectors also eliminate glare, enhance screen colors, and are completely bubble-free, 
making them nearly unnoticeable when installed. They install in minutes – it’s as simple as placing 
the protector on the touchscreen! 

 BOTTOM LINE: PosR.us protectors can help you avoid the high cost of replacing a touchscreen. 
 

THE ADVANTAGES 
 100% protection from scratches, tears, gouges, rips, dirt, grime, dust, oil, and grease. 

 They install easily and leave absolutely no air bubbles between the film and the screen. 

 They eliminate annoying glare and reduce noticeable fingerprints. 

 You won’t even notice that it’s there! In addition, our screen protectors provide a pleasant-feeling 
touch surface, and can be easily removed without leaving any kind of residue. 

 The film protectors can be custom-fit to ANY touchscreen. 

 PosR.us offers reliable and permanent protection for your POS/LCD display, handheld 
terminal, or UMPC – simply amazing! 
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